
UNIT 1_10_GLOBAL SUCCESS  

TEST 1 (22-23) 

I. STRESS: 6  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the word that differs from the other three in the 

position of the primary stress in each of the following 

questions 

1. A. divorce     B. divide    C. finance   D. present 

2. A. strengthen    B. predict    C. protect    D. connect 

3. A. manage   B. laundry  C. housework  D. between 

4. A. special  B. rubbish    C. complete  D. member 

5. A. encourage  B. gratitude  C. develop  D. addition 

6. A. family   B. connection  C. opinion   D. together 

II. GRAMMAR: 2-2-2 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet   to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions . 

1. Nick and Dave ______ their parents twice a month. 

A. visit   B. visited    C. is visiting    D. have visited 

2. Lan sometimes _________ her friends after school. 

A. is meeting   B. met     C. meets    D. has met 

3. What are you cooking? The food _______ so good! 

A. smells   B. is smelling    C. has smelled  D. smelled    

4. I can’t go out with you tonight. I _______ on an 

important project. 

A. work  B. have worked   C. worked   D. am working 

5. I ______ Ben’s story. He ________things. 

A. am not believing/ always invents   

B. don’t believe / always invent   

C. don’t believe / is always inventing 

D. am not believing/ is always inventing 

6. We _____to school, but tomorrow we ____ by bus.  

A. usually walk/ would go    

B. are usually walking/ are going   

C. usually walk/ are going 

D. will usually walk/ will go     

7. Why ____ you always ____ over spilt milk? I am tired of 

what you say.  

A. are - crying  B. do – cry  C. have- cried  D.  did-cry 

III. VOCABULARY: 6-3-3 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet   to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

1. Like his mother, Viet is a ____ child who can talk 

openly to anyone. 

A. social B. sociable C. socialize D. society 

2. John cannot make a _______ to get married to Mary or 

stay single until he can afford a house and a car.  

 A. decide     B. decision     C. decisive    D. decisively    

3. Jim’s main _______ in his home is to keep the house 

clean. 

A. respond     B. responsible     

C. responsibly  D. responsibility 

4. In my family, we divide the housework _____  

A. equal      B. equally      C.quality  D. equalise 

5. My eldest son is ______ enough to do the heavy lifting 

for the family. 

A. strong     B. strength       C. strengthen   D. strongly 

6. Instead of giving me answers to questions, she often 

_____me to think for myself. 

A. encourages  B. encouraging  

C. encouragement    D. encouragingly 

7. Doing housework brings great _________ to children as 

it helps them develop necessary life skills. 

A. benefits     B. hard work   C. results    D. practices 

8. My mother and I often go to the supermarket to shop for 

____ at weekends. 

A. cook  B. groceries C. heavy lifting  D. the chores 

9. When all members of the family share housework, the 

family _________ will become stronger. 

A. joys   B. happiness        C. life              D. bonds 

10. I usually ____ my younger sisters when my parents are 

away on business. 

A. pick up   B. take care of   

C. look for    D. take charge of 

11. ____ the rubbish in the early morning is a part of my 

daily routine. 

A. Taking out   B. Coming out   

C. Pulling out  D. Bringing out 

12. What can you do to make life easier and make sure that 

you stay on _______ your parents? 

A. a good terms with     B. a stable mood with 

C. a good discussion of D. a good sense of 

IV. SYNONYM: 0-2-1 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the un-

derlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

1. We always split the housework equally - my mom cooks, 

my dad cleans the house and I do the washing-up. 

A. join  B. break C. share D. pick up 

Parents are recommended to collaborate with teachers in  

educating children. 

A. part  B. cooperate C. separate D. disagree 

3. He gets on with the girl very well despite having the 

appearance of an old man.  

A. has a relationship with    B. walks out on 

C. puts up with                        D. keeps in touch with 

V. ANTONYM: 0-2-1 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions 

1. In my view, husbands should contribute to the household 

duties in order to reduce burden on their wives. 

A. minimise B. lower  C. decrease D. increase 

2. We try to create an atmosphere of comfort and security 

for our children. 

A. safety B. harmony C. danger D. shelter 

3. It is important to create a daily routine so as to improve 

your work-life balance today. 

A. a situation in which two or more things are not treated 

the same 

B. a state that things are of equal weight or force 

C. a state that things are of importance 

D. a situation that things change frequently in amount 

VI. ERROR: 4-2 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each 

of the following questions. 

1. What are you search for, Lan? You look so nervous.     

2. Quiet!, my baby sleeps. Don’t wake her up. 

3. How much is she earn a month? - About 100 dollars.   

4. Bats usually sleep during the day and they play and 

eating at night. 

5. We will hold a party tomorrow. Let’s decorate the room.  



6. Some people enjoy watching blockbuster films but some 

people aren’t. 

VII. WRITING 

+ Sentence transformation/ building: 0-4-4 

Rearange the jumbled words to form meaningful sentences. 

1. do /you /What /think /my /family routine /about? 

-> ………………………………………………………….. 

2. are/ What/ of/ the benefits/ household chores/ doing/? 

-> ………………………………………………………….. 

3. should / plenty of playtime /Kids/ be given/ they/ when 

/are/ young. 

-> ……………………………………………………………. 

4. more time/ Children/ need/ housework/and /to study/ do . 

-> …………………………………………………………… 

Make sentences with the words given: 

1. It / be / important / children / learn / some life skills / 

home. 

-> ………………………………………………………….. 

2. Doing housework/help/ children / learn / take care / 

themselves. 

-> ……………………………………………………….. 

3. Parents / have / teach/ their children / be honest and 

show respect to older people / an early age. 

-> ………………………………………………………………. 

4. Family routines / connected / children's health / 

academic achievement. 

-> ……………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………….. 

+ Paragraph:  

In about 80 - 100 words, write a paragraph about the 

benefits you can get from sharing household chores.  

+ Developing life skills 

+ Learn to take responsibility. 

+ Strengthen family bonds 

…. 

TEST 2 (23-24) 

I. STRESS: 4  

1. A. deny B. remote   C. income      D. routine  

2. A. nature  B. subject C. website  D. support  

3. A. important B. Internet  C. violent D. scenery 

4. A. Private  B. Provide  C. Arrange  D. Advise  

II. GRAMMAR: 1-2-1 

5. My aunt usually ____ charge of doing the washing-up in 

her family. 

A. takes B. is taking C. take D. will take 

6. My children ____ football as they’re having class now. 

A. don’t play    B. are playing C. doesn’t play 

D. aren’t playing 

7. I will go to Frankfurt tomorrow. What time ____ the 

train from Berlin ____? 

A. will – leave  B. is - leaving    

C. does – leave  D.is – going to leave 

8. He normally _____ all the Harry Potter books, but right 

now I ____ he ______ something else.  

A. reads/think/is reading  

B. reads/ am thinking/is reading 

C.is reading/think/reads 

D. reads/am thinking/reads 

III. VOCABULARY: 3-1-1 

9. In my family, my father always takes charge of doing the 

____ lifting. 

A. strong B. hard  C. heavy D. huge 

10. Doing chores helps develop children’s gratitude to their 

parents and_____ family bonds. 

A. strong B. strengthen C. strength  

D. strongly 

11. I am lucky to have such a _____brother who always 

gives me help when I need it. 

A. support B. supporter C. supportive  

D. supportively 

12. It’s not easy for teens to get back into the school 

_________after a long holiday. 

A. work     B.routine          C. bond     D. responsibility 

13. She usually ____ her younger sisters when her parents 

are away on business. 

A. makes up B. takes care of C. looks for  

D. takes charge of 

IV. SYNONYM: 0-1-1 

13. We always split the housework equally - my mom 

cooks, my dad cleans the house and I do the washing-up. 

A. join B. break C. share  D. pick up 

14. In the 20th century, most of the traditional attitudes to 

remarriage are changing. 

A. conventional B. contemporary  

C. latest  D. new 

V. ANTONYM: 0-1-1 

15. In my view, husbands should contribute to the 

household duties in order to reduce burden on their wives. 

A. minimise B. lower C. decrease D. increase 

16. When having days off, he always helps his wife tidy up 

the house. 

A. clear up B. sort out C.take off D. mess up 

VI. ERROR: 1-1 

17. My alarm rings at 6 o’clock every morning. 

                      A         B  

Therefore, I always went to school on time. 

 C              D 

18. We can’t play golf. It rains outside. 

   A B          C       D 

VII. WRITING:0-2-2 

+Rearange the jumbled words to form meaningful 

sentences. 

19. his choice/His parents/full/support/give/for/him/of. 

………………………………………………………………… 

20. for /the world/ The kids/ deeply/ their grandfather / 

respect / great knowledge/about/ his. 

………………………………………………………………. 

+Make sentences with the words given: 

21. It / be / important / kids / develop /important  

skill/home. 

…………………………………………………………………... 

22. Doing housework /help/ children / strengthen / family 

bond/. 

…………………………………………………………………... 

+ Paragraph:  

In about 80 - 100 words, write a paragraph about your 

family routines.  

*Suggestions: 

+have breakfast together 

+watch TV together 

+visit grand parents 

…. 

VIII/ SPEAKING: 



1.Name some important life skills children can learn when 

doing house work. 

2. What benefits  do you think you can get from sharing 

housework? 

Topic:Talk about why children should/shouldn’t do house 

work. 

-should:+develop life skills 

 + learn to take responsibility 

            ….. 

-shouldn’t: + need time to study 

  + break or damage things. 

  

UNIT 2_HUMAN & ENVIRONMENT (22-23) 

1. STRESS 

1. A. deny B. remote C. pollute D. unit  

2. A. heavy B. subject  C. equal  D. 

resource 

3. A. admire  B. sorry  C. teaching  D. website  

4. A. private  B. provide  C. arrange  D. advise  

5. A. medical B. cinema C. similar    D. refillable 

6. A. energy B. contribute C. benefit  D. grocery 

GRAMMAR 

7. A: Listen! There's someone at the door.  

B: I ____ the door for you. 

A. am going to open B. am opening   

C. open   D. will open 

8. A: “Look at those dark clouds!“  

B: “Yes, it ____ in some minutes.” 

A. will rain   B. is going to rain   

C. are going to rain  D. is raining 

9. I ____ my sister in April as planned. 

A. have seen  B. will see  C. am going to see  D. see 

10. I ____ my parents at the weekend. I already bought a 

train ticket. 

A. visit   B. am going to visit    

C. visited  D. will visit 

11. The teacher ____ the student for lying. 

A. was punished  B. is punished   

C. punished  D. has been punished 

12. As the patient could not walk he ____ home in a wheel 

chair. 

A. has carried  B. was carrying  

C. was carried  D. has been carried 

VOCABULARY 

13. Badly …. air can cause illness, and even death. 

A. pollute B. polluted C. polluting D. 

pollution 

14. It was                   of you to leave the medicine where 

the children could get it. 

A. care   B. careless C. carelessly D. pollution 

15. One of the most important sources of _____ is the sun. 

A. powerfully B. powerful C. enegetic D. energy 

16. Everyone can help the needy by making a ____ to a 

charity organisation.  

A. donate  B. donation  C. donor D. 

donating  

17. Solar energy can be changed ………….. electricity. 

A.  to   B. by  C. into  D. for 

18. Nuclear power can provide us ____ great source of 

energy. 

A. up  B. on  C.  with D. at 

19. The club members encourage people to _____ a green 

lifestyles. 

A. prevent B. contain C. adapt D. adopt 

20. Coal power stations _____ sulphur dioxide into the 

atmosphere. 

A. clean B. build  C.  release D. use 

21.All kinds of animals and plants should be ________. 

A. discharged B. disappeared C.  protected D. 

captured 

22. She was able to ______ all the tasks assigned to her. 

A. keep on  B. set up  C. put off  D. carry out 

23. An organisation for Educational Development co-

operated with our school to____ free English classes for the 

poor in the area.  

A. put away  B. put off  C. set off D. set up 

24. The volunteer team ____ students with various visual, 

hearing, physical and cognitive impairments every two 

months to give them both financial and spiritual support. 

A. call back  B. call off  C. call on  D. call out  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 

the following questions. 

25. A bank has promised a donation of $24 million toward 

the disaster fund.  

A. connection  B. addition C. contribution D. provision   

26. Polluted water kills fish and other marine life. 

A.  contaminated  B. reduced   C. survived   D. found 

27. People are now raising money for flood victims. 

A. sending  B. collecting  C. paying  D. making 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 

the following questions. 

28. Originally, there were 365 acupoints, but now this has 

increased to more than 2000 nowadays. 

A. reduced B. stabled C. transferred D. turned into 

29. Acupuncture is considered to be very safe when enough 

precautions are taken. 

A. comfortable B. dangerous C. Sore D. unhealthy 

30. Apart from being used as an ingredient in cooking, 

turmeric also promotes many health benefits. 

A. contributes to B. discourages C. stimulates D. 

weakens 

MISTAKES 

31. I hope that she will winning the game next Friday 

        A      B     C   D 

32. She was gave a box full of chocolate. 

        A      B     C   D 

33. He was punishing by the teacher yesterday 

A                 B                  C                      D 

34. I think she is going to visit her close friend 

                   A          B                         C        D 

35. I discovered that many strange things were happened 

last night. 

A                B                  C                      D 

36. When I have  been finished my work,  I’m going to take 

a walk. 

A                 B                  C                      D 

Rewite the following sentences as directed 

37.They  speak English in this country.  

English _________________________________________ 

38. This boy broke my windows yesterday. 

My windows ________________________________ 



39. I don’t intend to attend the meeting tomorrow. 

I am not going________________________________ 

40. I don’t intend to visit him next week. 

I am not going_________________________________ 

41. Our club are going to hold the first activity this 

weekend.  (passive) 

_________________________________________ 

42. Why didn’t they invite you to the party? (passive) 

_________________________________________ 

43. I haven’t got any money.( make an offer for the 

situation  

_______________________________________________ 

44. This bag is too heavy to carry. (make an offer for the 

situation) 

*Write a short paragraph (80-100 words)  about 

suggestions for improving the environment, use the cues 

given: 

- cleaning up 

- planting more trees 

- setting up more rubbish bins 

……. 

TEST 2 _ UNIT 2: HUMANS & ENVIRONMENT  

(23-24) 

I/ SPEAKING: 1-1-1 

Topic: Talk about things you should do to make the 

environment better. 

You can make the environment better by: 

- Reducing the amount of energy you use in home 

- Using organic food 

- Avoiding products that are made from plastic;  .. 

 “These are several things I should do to make the 

environment better …” 

Q1: What can you do to reduce your carbon footprint at 

home? 

Q2: According to you, what are the best ways to save 

energy? 

II/ STRESS: 4 

1.  A. greenhouse  B. maintain  

C. lifestyle  D. nature 

2.  A. reduce      B. adopt     

C. issue   D. protect 

3.  A. awareness  B. difference  

C. regular  D. character 

4.  A. organic  B. dangerous  

C. chemical  D. natural 

III/ GRAMMAR: 1-2-1 

5. My bike _______ brown and red by my father. 

 A. repaints B. repainted 

 C. was repainting D. was repainted 

6.The injured ____ to the hospital in an ambulance. 

 A. have taken B. was taken  

 C. were taken D. were taking 

7.They _______ this story by their grandmother when they 

visited her last week. 

 A. were telling B. had been told 

 C. told D. were told 

8. There’s a big traffic jam on the motorway to the stadium. 

- OK, I ________another way. 

A. will go   B. am going to go 

C. am going  D. will be going   

IV/ VOCABULARY: 3-1-1 

9. I never leave any electrical appliances on standby and I 

think it is a good way to ____ energy in the home.   

A. conserves    B. conservative 

C. conservation  D. conserve  

10. Organic food is better for us because it is safer and 

________. 

A. health   B. healthy      C. healthier   D. healthily 

11. You should cut down ________ electricity usage to 

reduce your carbon footprint. 

A. in         B. on                   C. to       D. for 

12. Do you know the oldest type of _______ energy is the 

biomass that is derived from plant matter?  

 A. remarkable B. portable  

       C. sustainable D. affordable  

13. It takes many years for plastic waste to _____into small 

species. 

A. go off         B. break down    C. run away     D. break in 

Synonym:0-1-1 

14. We must admit that people are heavily polluting the 

environment.  

A. decline  B. refuse C. deny  D. accept 

15. Forests absorb and capture carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere.  

A. take up  B. take in    C. take over   D. take out  

Antonym: 0-1-1 

16. Reusing and recycling glass, plastic, paper and other 

products help to reduce waste and pollution, and conserve 

natural resources. 

A. preserve   B. protect   C. destroy   D. reduce  

17. Everyone should remember to switch off the lights 

before going out .  

A. take off  B. turn off C. take on D. turn on  

V: ERROR: 1-1 

18. More and more trees was planted in the neighbourhood 

last week by the local people. 

19. Bamboo is considered to be one of the most eco-friend 

building materials. 

VI. SENTENCE TRANSFORM: 0-2-2-0 

1. We will plant more flowers in the school yard. 

-> More flowers _......................................................._____ 

2. The students are going to clean up all the classrooms. 

-> All the classrooms …………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………… 

3. Workers are building a new fun park in town. (passive 

voice) 

-> ………………………………………………………………. 

4. The students are cleaning the school playground this 

morning. (passive voice) 

-> ………………………………………………………………..  

VII. PARAGRAPH 

Write a paragraph (100 - 120 words) about ways to reduce 

your carbon footprint, use the cues given: 

- Using sustainable energy  

- Turning off electric appliances when not in use 

- Cutting down on plastic use  

… 

Unit 3_MUSIC  

TEST 1 (22-23) 

I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from 

the others. 

1. A. contest B. talent  

C. album         D. debate 



2. A. concert B. award  

C. release         D. compose 

3. A. platinum B. melody   

C. contestant  D. instrument 

4. A. achievement B. audience   

C. performance  D. recording 

5. A.invite B.attract  C.decide   D. answer 

6. A.prefer B. become C. include  D. listen 

II. Choose the best answer 

7. Some contestants manage ________ the fame from the 

TV game shows. 

 A. gain   B. Gaining 

C.  gained D. to gain 

8. The local authorities will cooperate with the Department 

of Education and Training __________ the traditional 

music in the schools next year. 

 A. to teach B. teach C. teaching D. taught 

9. My Tam made her fans ________ surprised when she 

was given the title of “Asia’s Music Legend” in 2014. 

 A. feel B. felt C. feeling D. to feel 

10. The main sponsors of “American Idol” including Coca-

Cola and AT&T have left, ________ finance becomes a big 

problem. 

 A. and B. but C. or D. so 

11. Many “American Idol” contestants went on to become 

huge stars, ________ the popularity of “American Idol” 

began to decrease. 

 A. and B. but C. so D. Or 

12. We were lost in the forest,......luckily my friend had a 

map in his backpack. 

A. and  B. so  C. for  D. but 

13. Indonesians really enjoy Dangdut, a kind of Indonesian 

popular music, because the ________ beat compels 

listeners to dance together in the Ghoomar style. 

A. power  B. powerful   

C. powering  D. powerfully 

14. Chopin is one of the greatest romantic piano composers 

whose works are often technically ________. 

A. demand  B. demanding   

C. undemanding  D. demanded 

15. We’re best friends as we have a........interest in music. 

A. passion   B. passionately   

C. passionless   D. passionate 

16. My teacher assigned us a writing task about........of our 

favourite singers. 

A. biology  B. biography  

C. biodiversity   D. biochemist 

17. After a two-hour ……………, we  decided  to expand  

the car  market in America. 

A. discuss B. discussible  

C. discussion D. discussed 

18.There has never been a more ……………. 

entertainment programme than Pop Idol. 

A. successful   B. Success C. succeed  D. successfully  

19. Vietnamese ____ music is extremely diverse, including 

Quan Ho, Dan Ca, Ca Tru, Chau Van and others. 

A. country B. folk  C. traditional D. Gospel 

20. Chopin was considered to be one of the greatest 

Romantic piano ____ of the 19th century. 

 A. singers  B. writers   

C. composers  D. poets 

21. This concert marks nine years since the death of Trinh 

Cong Son, a prominent ____ of modern Vietnamese music. 

 A. comedian  B. actor   

C. contributor  D. figure 

22. That the young talented pianist won the Pulitzer Prizes 

has attracted ____ attention. 

 A. worldwide  B. scientific   

C. undue  D. careful 

23. “Cindy”, which ____________ in North California, is a 

popular American folk song. 

 A. came from  B. finished   

C. made  D. recognized 

24.His father taught him how to play the guitar at the 

______ of 12. 

A. at the corner B. at the age  

C. at the end   D. At the beginning 

25.My close friend has ______________many talent 

competitions. 

A. participated in       B. consisted of      

 C. waited for           D. taken care of 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 

the following questions. 

26. Becoming a super star performing on stage was my 

burning desire when I was a teenager. 

 A. well-known painter B. famous singer C. 

good writer  D. famous composer 

27. We were surprised to know that over 150000 fans 

packed into the stadium to support Vietnamese football 

team. 

 A. people  B. admirers   

C. visitors  D. watchers 

29. But for your support, our band couldn’t have won the 

Grand Music competition. 

A. show  B. quiz    

C. contest  D. tour 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 

the following questions. 

29. It’s incredible that his new song leads the Billboard hot 

100 chart only in 3 days. 

 A. beyond belief B. believable  C. 

implausible D. unbelievable 

30. She was given a prize for her achievement in classical 

and traditional music. 

 A. success  B. feat   C. 

failure D. accomplishment 

31. To have chance to enter the final round, you have to 

eliminate lots of competitors. 

 A. retain  B. remove  C. 

restrict  D. reject 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part 

that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

32.Sue plans study abroad next year according to her 

parent’s advice. 

     A       B           C  

         D 

33. We hope having a chance to study together at the same 

university in the future. 

    A         B                C

 D 

34. This story with tragic ending made me crying. 



      A              B       C  D 

 

35. The doctors looked at the test result, but they decided to 

operate on the patient. 

                     A 

 B    C         D 

36. Hoa flew to Paris to visit her grandma, so to see Eiffel 

Tower. 

       A            B         C    D 

37. Lan studied hard for the final test, but she passed with 

flying colours. 

          A      B       C     

D 

. Rewrite the sentences as direct 

38. Although he invested a lot of money in this business, it 

went bankrupt in a very short time.( Using BUT) 

…………………………………………………………… 

39. The robber came into the kitchen.  

I could feel 

…………………………………………………………… 

40. They took him to the zoo 

I heard ……………………………………………… 

41. I am not allowed to use the mobil phone.  

My parents 

……………………………………………………… 

 

42. My parents allow their son to listen to music. 

My parents let 

............................................................................................... 

43.  You must take your umbrella so that you won’t get 

wet. 

( Using TO INFINITIVE) 

............................................................................................... 

44.In spite of taking a taxi, Bill still arrived late for school  

( Using BUT) 

……………………………………………………………

…………… 

45. I was so busy. I couldn't come to her birthday party. 

(Using to infinitive) 

……………………………………………………….. 

 

*.Write a brief biography about a famous singer you like 

best.  

( with the following cues) 

- Name  

- date of birth/ place of birth 

- kind of music she/he sings 

- her/his fovourite songs 

- the prize(s) she/he got 

_ why you like him/her 

-what your dream is  

 

TEST 2 (23-24)___ 

Unit 3: I. Which word has a different stress pattern from 

the others?  

1. A. singer B. upload C. trumpet         D. music 

2. A. perform B. famous C. number         D. movie 

3. A. teenager B. musical  

C. important D. different  

4. A. understand B. argument   

C. national       D. recognize 

II. Choose the best answer: A. GRAMMAR:  

5. His teacher made him ______ for his bad behaviour. 

A. to apologise B. apologise   C. apologising   D. 

apologized 

6. I tried my best in the final test, _____ the result was not 

as good as I expected.   

A. but       B. so      C. for   D. or 

7. Rita is a good drummer, _______ she will probably be 

invited to join the band. 

A. but       B. so      C. for   D. and 

8.  She expects ______ soon, but things seem ______ 

wrong. 

A. promoting/going   B. promoted/go 

C. to promote/to go   D. to be promoted/to go 

B. VOCABULARY: 

9. We are really looking forward to her _______ this 

Sunday. 

A. perform     B. performing    

C. performance  C. performed 

10. The piano is a great _________ instrument for 

beginners. 

A. music B. musician C. musical    D. musically  

11. Jack felt so disappointed when he was eliminated from 

the ________. 

A. compete B. competition  

C. competed  D. competitive  

12. Xuan Dinh K.Y has a nice voice, and he is 

a _______ musician. 

A. ordinary B. national  

C. eliminated D. talented 

13. Do you have rights to ______ your own mind when you 

want to become a singer?  

A. make up B. pass down C. set up      D. search for 

III. Which word is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word?  

14. His latest single was released last month. Many people 

had been waiting for it.  

A. produced  B. finished  C. launched    D. recognized 

15. After Jacky had recovered from the death of his mother, 

he continued to study at Music Academy in Ha Noi.  

A. looked after B. taken after   

C. gone off  D. got over 

IV. Which word is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word?   

16. When Mono was 10, his mother began to upload his 

cover song videos on social media.  

A. update B. download C. surf  D. blog 

17. The singer took off her colourful coat, and the audience 

shouted with joys when seeing her tight dress, which is 

short and flashy.  

A. put on     B. wore out    

C. showed up   D. involved in 

V. Which of the following needs correcting? 

18. I allow my little daughter play with her friends in the 

flower garden. 

19. Minh had his teeth decayed, so he refused to see the 

dentist. 

VI. Rewrite the sentences as direct:  

20. Linda learned very hard. She got high marks. (Use: SO)  

_______________________________________________

_ 

21. It rained heavily. The boys still played soccer. (Use: 

BUT)  



_______________________________________________ 

22. Peter got into his car and drove away. I saw him. 

I saw ___________________________________________ 

23. Harry spoke English and sang English song in the next 

room. I heard him. 

I heard _________________________________________ 

WRITING: 

24. Write a blog (about 80-100 words) about a music event 

you went to. Use the following questions as cues for your 

writing.  

1. When and where did the event happen?  

2. Who did you go with?  

3. What did you do there?  

4. How did you feel when attending the event?  

5. What did you like the most?  

6. What, if anything, did you dislike about the event?  

SPEAKING 

25. Talk about a music show on TV you like the most. 

- The name of show 

- Type of music 

- Names of famous singers in the show 

-….. 

26. What are two things that make humans different from 

other animals? => Language and music 

27. What type of music do you like listening to the most? 

Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


